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FOREWORD
k

Thi,s'report is *.htended to provide a summary record 9f the dev;eiopment
.

-

and evaluation of one of the products produced by the cluoational Management
. 4 6 , ,

-,./"'
Program. The product is not, .howeverconsidered By''the laboratory to be(

,
, . ,

b.
.

ready
, ,

. 'complete and ready for Sale tojotentialuser's by the Laboratgry'at thisttime;
. , .

1

, . . /

Thus, this report sshould be viewed primarily as a status report for a product4 o
ok

that cannot:be finished now because, the necessary "additional funds,are not

+11

1-esently available.
,

, , k ,=,.
.

There.are two-factors that contributed'to the' unfihished development of

,'

the product. First, planning for,the_actual introduction in classrooms of

an instructional program is a task that is very much constrained by specific
,

circumstances that exist in the school or district where the program is to

be used. Flow the task should and can be'done is also greatly dePliaent on
,

the extent to'which prior tasks. have.been completeesatisfactorily% It'is

0
even possible that there is no kind of preparation that can be offerekto

school'staffs in this area, except as i is designed by someone' who can

appreciate the unique problems in a particular school setting.

Second, the approach taken in the conceptualization oPthis unit was a

marked departure from that

had been undertaken by the

large part, kreflection oT

follow in

Educational

the issues

the development Of other units that
0 0

Management Program/ This was, in

discussed abOe. The effort was made

to inform school staffs about general processes that could be useful when

applied to unique Situations. The approach seems a correct one,, but the .

creation of materials that will lead people to appreciate ana4applY new

processes fs much more challenging than the teaching of new knowledge or

skills.

/ 0
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The fast that the unit is, incompIele.may be seen,
, in part, as testimony

. ,
A

.;'

v - -

yi'to the greater diffioulty of the undrtaking. The progress bade in the
N.,

,
..t.).

,. .

,

.

.

development'of the unit indicates With additional time and effort it
-,

could be made Au' ite useful in broadening the experience and knowledge of

school staffs in an'iMportant area.

Even. though the product is incomplete according to accepted Laboratory

standards, 'it is not necesary to tOnclude that it should not be disseminated
. ..

i. , .,

through Other Channels for use in particular situations. It seems .likely

that skilled. consultants accustomed to working withischool staffs in a
-

.

.facilitative way may find tjleunit to be a very useful resource for ihcreas-
t

Ai their efficiency. The unit may also he of value to school staffs in.

assessing their own progress' in the complicated process of,plap ing new .

instructional programs that will better meet the needs of their students.
Ar, 0'

The unit, accompanied by this status report, will-6e7-Made available for

,such uses through ERIC, and other appropriate procedures for placing it in the

public doma5n will be sought.. Additional development work will be done if

opportlties for Guth effort arise.

a,

Richard W. Watkins
Program Director.

Educational Management Program
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Development and'Evaluation of

, Planning Program Implementation: A:Prcless-GUides
6

Planning Program Implementation is onetof six sets of materials developed

.

to flreasethe skill? knowledge and undestanding of school personnel in the
, -

. , k

area of instructions /planning and management, Instructional planning is .

0' Qs

defined generally aM iohat area of edodational administratn that is concerned
4."

with providing educa,iona., oi3pOrttulities for children. ',This area may be fur-,
-

ther defined as.involiiihg the.establigEment of'.fristructirAl program purposes,
/

.

the design and implementation of programs, and the evaluation of: pie instruc-0

tiona1,pppgrams. This unit is directed ts\the second_of

:It' differs from the other units in th0 seriel, however,

much greater emphaSis.anrfamiliarization with and use of

these three areas.

in that it places"
par t icul a r kinds of

processes in a systematic way than on the development of spec ific skills or

imp rting knowledge.

The materials of Planning.i)rogriM Implementation are designed for those

schoal personnel who are directly. concerned with planning for the introduction

0 -
of a chosen or developed instructional' program in classrooms. The specific .

raended users

ole titles of such staff will v,ary.from district to district, but most often

will include hpding principalsy departmehtheads, distict curriculume. .

' specialists, and classroom teachers. The unit is'designed piimarily for, and

will likely be most useful to, staff members drawn from a single school,eor
.

groupcof schools, who are faced with a common instructional problaili It may

.1

also be'useful to groups composed of staff from diff6rent'schools or districts,

as in university graduate courses;Or inter-district workshopl; but this will

result in a "somewhat artificial use of the materi al, and is not likely %to be
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as successful as would-be the

(

case witha more homogeneous group.
N .r.

1
. 11 . .

.
.

,.Product Purposes Description

The goal bf this unit 4s to aid school staff to prOduceimplementations

plans for their programs or projects.that'are useful, immediately applicable,

and sufficiently detailed so that those, who have to work with the plans will
.

,,

understand what staff members are to do, and'why. The unit itself consists ,
/

'of printed materials 14hich presdnt
k

guidelines for consideing the-aspects of,
. ,

,prtgram design that have implications for 'program implementation, with partic-
.

, .
..., c ...

ular attention to the details that need attention4fter aspecific PIrogram
. , 4

.>has been choseft. The text emphasizes that the_planning process proposed is

only one of a variety of ways-that the task might 17, approached, and that the

unit should be'used as a guide to thoughtful planding, rather than a book 'of

rules or "steps that must be followed. The unit is based on.theassumptions
As

(a) that planning to implement a program is a group process that must involve

those who will have responsAility for actual implementation in making the

decisions about the programs, b) that these staff members already have the

capability for performance of the necessary planning tasks with only the direc-
t,

tion provided by general guidelines, and (c) that the particular program to be

implemented has already been chosen to meet a pressing problem faced by a school.

It is presently judged that an actual implementation plan might be devel-

oped using the unit in six.-sessions'of about three hours each. It is antici-)*

pa)led, however, that there will be considerable varlftion in the time

,requirements from one situation'to another- depending on the characteristics

of the group and the amount of effort that has been devoted to the prior steps

of program planning. The first two sessions are devoted to- placing

tion planning in the proper ontext of overall instructional program planning.

'Reference is made in these sessions"to other materials of potential value if

1

v
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, ,, , .-the planners` conclude that the frrst stige*s_pf program pl lng have not
--, f

.

been sufficiently cOmpleted to permit effectivesprognm implementation plan-
. ,., ..

ning. The third, fourth and fifth sessions take up.the detailed pEpcessIs of
4

ILA...4 .
4

implementation planning. The final session i directed te) a -review of the

.:-steps that should logically follow ;Ills planning-stagg,Jout the sessionds
.- . .

.

intended to-beno more than a listing and brief discussion of the *rater steps.1

A list of the- tasks to be covered durin.g.%.the useor the:Au-lit is pretented .

3

5)

6

below, organized .by the recommended structure'"o the six- ses7..ons

Session I 'Select planning group PAder'
- Define problem'to be dressed',
'Select program objecY es .

Session II Design or select, a prOgramiproject.to meet objectives

Session III Develop implementation,plan

Write itplementation group mission statement-
Determine personnel requirements., including

preservice arid inservice training
Determine material, equipment and other physical

. requirements

,Session W Develop implementation plan (cont'd)

`Determine school readinessP
'4, Plan staff selectidn,

Plan purchasing schedule
Plan staff orientation

4 .

,.*
Session V Develop implementation plan (cont'd)

-

Session VI

Determine costs.

.Determineisequence of implementation tass
EstablishIlimeline.
Arrange independent review of plan

Develop evaluation, plan
Secure approval of plan and budget
Initiate and operate program plan
Conclude plans -
Ewluate program
Determine program future

An appendix to the unit pets forth the crucial,. features of the design of

an instructional program in experience based career education, which, can be
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I

used as a bais L.- program implementation planning A the event that users of '
rA

the unit havenot yet? in fact, cho'sen a particular program to meet an identi-

rfied need. Users of the Planning Program Implementation unit are not encouraged

to make use of this appendix, however., unless. there, seems no alternative way

that a group can arrive at a consensus on a program design that would be more
I r .

meaningful or more realistic in their situation Two other shortoppendices de-
,

.

scribe the use of Task Work Sheets and provide a glossary of terms used in the

unit. Additionally, there is a Comprehensive bibliograihy that includes refer

ences to_ppblications and other kinds of training materials that might_be.useful

in stiffStraining.

The role of the coordinator or group leader in the use of t e unit isE
1 .

essentially one of facilitator of the group's process; success in the role is

probably largely dependenton personal style, knowledgetabout indiVidual

participants,"and familiarity with the situation within which those using the

training unit are operating. The leader is to be chosen from the planning

7
group by the grqup members, and there is no separate set of materials intended

specifically for the coordinator or leader although sane suggestions are

given to him in the unit materials.

1.
1

ti

dE2stelz.oentgroDevandTestin
.

, 7f ,

As
.
the Educational Management Program focus/on training evolved from

.
. ,

.

u
work in an earlier program,'and from analysis of school staff needs,_ three

.

...

general areat of prograth planning were defined: establishing program pur-
- - . ..

,

poses, designing programs, and evaluating the progi-ams. Continuing analysis

and Conceptualizationdicated that a crucial area thai had been omitted

initially was that of planning for actual implementation in the Classrooms

of the pimgrams that had been designedor implemented.. It became increasingly

clear that the design or choice of a program that would meet the identified

needs, goals and objectives for a program would not be sufficient,-. -Often,
-

4
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well-designed' programs were weakened, or in some, cases not actually provided
46

in the clAssrooms, becaute insufficient atteption had been given to the many

mblems that might be encountered in installation of the program.

The Bead for a training unit in the Educational Maridiement Program

directed specifically to the tasks of implementing programs-in schools was

first stated by Banathy and Jenks in 1970, and general plans forthe devel-

-opmeAt of such a unit included in. the proposed scope of program work for 1971

(Far West Laboratory, September 197Q). Preparation of a more detailed, state-
.

ment of plans on which actual development work could be based had to be

' delayed until late in 1971 (Jenks,' 1971). The tentative objectives of the

proposed uniF defined at that time included: conceptual knowledge of varieties

of management styles and their implications fff school staffs who must,imple-,

ment prdirams; knowledge
.

of the elements of akood implementation plan; skills

in assessment and choice of a particular leadership style and in the develop-

ment.of a specific ,implementation plan; the provision of techniques to assess

existing management kyles in operation in a given school or district; and

guidelines to determine organizational requirements.

. The program' staff issued a sub-contract with amxternal agency (Problem

Solving, Inc. of San Rafael, California)-to assist in the development of a .

prototype of a unit designed to achieve these objectives. This consulting firm

was chosen because the president of the firm had specialized in assisting

schools and other agencies iii the development and installation of innovative

programs;. he had extensive knowledge of the problems and pit-falls in this

process, gained from work in a variety of school settings.

Testing, of Draft Prototype

A draft of the prototype version was used in three class meetings of a

course at California State University, San Francisco, in late March 1972.

'There was a "debriefing" of the students following the use of the unit,, and

10



the fadulty.member responsible for the course prepared a very thoughtful

ctiqae of the-Unit (Futter),-,T4e following excerpts Irani the critique are
.

pFesented because this prototype test had an importaneinfluence.on the transi-

tion franc skill-knowledge oriented unit to one that is a process guide.
A

, "Many people in the Seminar indicated that they were.pleased to
have had this experience. None indicated the opposite. The sug-
gestions whicb'follow are' in'addition,,to the.onesindde by'the
Seminar on Apri1,4th...-My strongest react in to the document it-
self is very positive in that it systematizes the process. of
program implementation. The on,through.tvienty points listed on
page 9 anUdetailed in; the remainder of the draft makes it ,possible
to learn Ilow'tb implement' a program. The twenty step 'analysis' is
a sound one and much needed in Educational Administration.
'*ical.literature in the field would include bits and pieces of
the twenty steps, but not. in the complete and consistent way set

-forth by Brokes."

"To make it-a more effective training document, I would suggest
adding some of the'ccIncepts presented orally that are not ad-.
equately developed in the draft as follows:

1. Extrinsic and intrinsic motivators.
2. Zero-games-vs.-non-zero gathes.
3. Woking the problem and not the people.

The class presentations in those areas (and others) were helpful
in developing.a clearer conceptualization of participative man-
agement. Thisitype of management requires a high level of human
relatiOns skills and knoW-how. Any strengthening of the H-R
factors would be a gain. I also think that a bit more content.
should be developed regarding resistance td change and how to
deal with'it.....At the subsequent meeting of the Seminar, the
suggestion was made that the document did not provide quite
',,..ugh inputs to give at least one student the confidence,he felt
he needed in the general area of coping with resistance. I had
the feeling that many others agreed."

Following this prototypg test, a one day critique Session was held by
4

the development staff and the'following external specialists:

Dr. Don Barbee Dr. Richard Snow
Department of Educational Administrati6n 'School of Education.
California StateUniversity Stanford University

Mr. Rdgef'Falge '

Marin County Schools Office
San Rafael, California

The unit objectives and content were quite extensively revised based on

the results of the prototypetest-and external critiques. :pnireen rather

specific objectives related to steps in the implementation planning process.



were defined tentatively. The rationale for the content revisioni,.and

the newly defined objectives were'desdribed in a progress report' submitted

to the funding agency (Educational Management Program, April 1973). The

following kinds of content revisions were made:*

1. Two problem simulations were' developed for potential use by trainees.

2, Didactic-material was revised to place more emphasis on group

process problems.

3. A manual of, procedures was developed to assist trainee groups.

Target Audience Assessment

In order to ,obtain more information ,about the characteristics and needs of

the school staffs for whom the unit was intended, a one and a
)

half day planning

.

meeting was arranged for eight administrators from the San Rafael, California

School District in March 1973. Participants were asked to read the revised unit

in advance, but were also asked not to refer to it during the meeting. They

were, in effect, asked to undertake the task of planning, for prOgram implementa-t

tion on their own. The unit materials were used only to describe an apptoach to

. .
.

.

their planning task and to suggest important issues to be considered. Although

the group was composed of both elementary and secondary administrators,, they

chose to plan for the implementation of a new early childhood program. The

following conclusions about the pladhing process were reached, based on direct

observation of the process by program staff and, on written cements and ques-

tionnaire responses made by the participants in the training session:

1. The group, though experienced and competent administrators, mixed

the "what" and "how" of planning. Goals and process were continually

confused, apparently with no recognition by the participants,that

this was happening.

2. The participadts used terminology related to implementation planning

12 /
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o

in quite different ways, resulting in some confusion and disagree-
.

ment.ihat delayed :progress in the development of a plan'.

3. The group was not prepared to deal4with the problem of establishing

a budgetfor'the project being planned, Or to consider the relation,

between 'costs,.and alteTnative program characteristics.

4..: The person chosen by the /group as a leader, because he was quite

o -familiar with the program being planned, was not experienced in the

1

5.

6.
/-

planning processes, and so was unable tio keep the group on target

or to facilitate 16 work.

Tfie impler.ntation-plan produced during the planning session was

judged by the staff_212prvers to be inadequate as'a basis for

actually starting up: a"progiam.

The particOants thought the unit materials to be appropriate to

their ability and experience, and viewed the emphasis on participative

manageffient very. positively. As a group, the participants varied in

their opinions aboqt the need for feedback in the unit/or self-tests,

and about whether a group leader chosen by the participants was being

given too much responsibility for the success or failure of the

planning activities.
1.

The experience gained from this use of the unit, and the increased under-
-,

stafiding of potential tavet,audiences led to another revision of the goals

gnd objec'tiyes. A deScriPtion.of the revised unit was presented in a second

progress report submitted to NIE (Educational Management Program, September 1973).

This report alko includes, a discussion of the plans' for and results of a field

test of the revised unit.

Preliminary Form Testing

TWo test sites had been scheduled for the summer of 1973 using classes

13
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of educational administrators at two different institutions. The enrollment

at one-college was insuffiCient to justify conducting the course, however, so

that only one test site at California State University, San Francisco, was

available. There were seventeen participants, in the field test, all of whom

were working for a master's degree in educational administratian. About two-
.

thirds of the students were in preservice training for elementary or secondary

positions; the remainder of the group included a curriculum specialist, a

counselor, a special education consultant and a school administrator. In

short, the group was very heterogeneous with respect to prior experience, and

could not in any way be seen as sharing a common instructidnal planning problem.

The program staff introduced the unit, and divided the class into three

groups. Each group was asked to choose its own leader and to proceed through

the unit as designed. A simulated problem was_provided by the staff to each

group, if the group wished to use it. After these arrangements had been

made, the program staff acted only as observers of the process, and did not

intervene further. No group actually used the simulated problemos a basis

for the implementation planning; each group identified a problem of its our,

but these problems themselves were in wme sense simulated since the group

members could not share a cannon problem.

. The time allowed for this unit within the context of the total course

prevented the collection of information about specific gains resulting from

the use of the unit. The opinion data and ratings of the unit did indicate

mar'..edly increa.,ed awareness of the importance of implementation planning, re-

flected participant judgments that the tasks outlined for the improvement in im-

plemeatation planning were useful, and reported increased confidence that par-
.

ticipants could perform the tasks required for successful planning. The

participants believed that the plans they produced would be useful as a basis for

introducing a program in a school, and rated the training materials, on the
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average, somewhat higher than moderately useful (on a seven point scale) in

increasing their ability to do good planning. The participants also said,

that they thought the material needed more examples and clarification, that

more attention should be given to the way the group leader is chosen, and

that a number of pages were unnecessarily confusing and should be rewritten.

External Specialist Review

The unit was again heaVily edited and portions rewritten, and the

separate materials on haw to conduct the training workshop were incorporated .

with the actual workshop taterials. This revised unit was then sent, with

supplementary information about the history of its devlopment, purposes, and

so oh, to five external reviewers. The reviewers were chosen to represent a

diversity of backgrounds and experience. They, were:

Dr. Roger Kaufman . Dr. Thomas Lorch
U.S. International University 'Director of Insttuctional SerVices
San Diego, California Tamalpais Union High. School District'.

Larkspur, California

Dr. Herb Salinger Mr. Hanlon Tharp
University of California Principal
Berkeley, California San Rafael Elementary School District

San Rafael, California

Mr. Joseph Wardlaw
Director of Development
Vallejo Unified School District
Vallejo, California

1.

The reviewers were asked to respond to the following questions:

1. What about the need for the content of the unit by school staffs?

L. Do the goals and objectives represent important outcomes?

3. How well does the unit address the objectives?

4. Is the organization of the content coherent?

t. What about the format of the unit? ,

6. Do you have any specific suggestions for changes, additional

materials, needed directions, exercises, models, etc.?

7. Any other concerns?
.1.5



As expected, these reviewers responded in a variety of wayS, including

extensive interlinear comments in the unit itself. A former program staff

member was asked to organize the comments and responses in a comprehensible (

summary document for use by the progtam staff in possible further revision

of the unit (York). This summary report hEL.1 17 pages, and cannot be easily

summarized further for the purpose of this report. Half of the repOrt dealt

with the responses to the first six questions listed above, and the remainder.

with suggestions for page by page changes, drawn largely from the interlinear

comMents. The responses of the reviewers were carefully attended to in making;

additional revisions to the unit. The eport is essentially a staff working .

paper, on file in the program archives, and it is not included here because

it was based on a version of the unit no longer being used.

Revised Preliminary Form Testing

When revision of the unit was completed, arrangements were made for

another field test of'the unit conducted in August 1974. For this field test,

six staff members from the Mountain View, California High School District

came to the Laboratory for five successive half day working sess-ions. This

group was faced with the problem of planning for the introduction of'a\new

career education program in one of the high schools in.the district. The

decision had been made by the district to.install such a program in theh

school, and staff members had contacted the Laboratory4EBCE program staff for

assistance in preparation for the progAmt. In a very real sense, t is group -
provided an opportunity to test the unit what was very nearly e'optimun

I ;
situation for which it was intended:

N.
When the planning meeting's started, it was expected,that-this group would

have an implementation plan-at the conclusion of the fifth session. Wherley

had completed the five work sessions, however, they said that they were not

satisfied with the plan they had and would prefer to do additional work on it.

16
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They agreed to, send their final plan to the program s.taffsat a later time,

but the plan has not yet been received; it seems most likely that with the

opening of school in the fall the planning group simply did not have t6ne to

assemble and work more on the. plan. As discussed. below, the.plannerst,

dissatisfaction with the plan .produced,in no way indicates that, the group Was

1dissatisfied with the training or group planning experience. On the contrary,

they appeared to believe it quite useful, and some measure of its value to

them May be indicated by the fact they they recognized the inadequacy of the

plans they produced. The comments made at the time they were discussing, their

plan indicated that one of the major outcomes of the planning process was an

awareness that the task of deSigning the program to be introddced in the.

school had simply not been don% with any degree of thoroughness. Midi of the

time that was to be devoted to planning for the implementation of the program

was in fact devoted to a very hasty design of major 'features of the program

to be introduced. The consensus of the group was that this had been very -

useful to'them, but the question of whether the group ever produced either

a satisfactory program design or a usable implementation plan remain

unanswered.

Responses to open ended and limited, response opinion questions about the

planning proce5'S and the materials in the training unit showed that the group

found the unit and.experience valuable to them, felt the unit would be of

value to school staffs and believed they had learned a great deal as a result

of using the unit. They also said they thought that' users of the unit,, needed

more directions and more examples to show what was to be accomplished at the

conclusion of each step of the planning sequence. Additionally, they recom-

mended that future users of the unit have a program design available tp them

before plannirt for the implementation of the program, that sections be

ft
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rewritten more in outline form with an introduction describing the intended

outcomes for each section, thatthe task Of preparing a mission'Ntatement be

clarified, and that the proposed sequencing of planning tasks as presented

in the unit be reconsidered.

Preparation of Current Version

The unit was again edited and, partially rewritten during the fall of 1974,

and used one more time. This most recent use of the unit was not designed as

a field to t;' rather;tarrangements:had been made by, another division of the

Laboratory for members of the'central.office of a school district to use all

of the Educational Management products in sequence. The motivation of the

group for participating in these sessions was in,part external. The problem

chosen by the group as the "themen.for all the training was not predominantly
.

an instructional One; they were concerned with increasing the usage by

. students of audio-visual and other materials in,a learning resource center

located in each of the high schools in the district. the Laboratory staff

member who had'been primarily' responsible fot the development of the Planning

Program Implementation unit was the coordinator for all of these traihing
1

sessions; a sfaff member from the Educational Management Program attended the

meetings, when PPI was used, as an observer but no field test data were ob-

tained.in this instance.

At the conclusion of the second session using PPI it became evident that

this group, working ;on the problem,they had defined, and under the conditions

of training could not proceed very successfully with the unit as designed.

In the remaining three sessions (this version was designed for only five

three hour sessions), the coordinator took on a much more directive role than

specified in the unit, using the unit as a guide and resource for.thestraining.

Used in this way, the group produced a document that should probably be quitp

18
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useful for them as a detailed or annotated list of major tasks to be accom-

plished in progressing toward their particular objectives, with at least

tentative milestone dates associated with the tasks. A copy of this plan has

been'included in the program file, but at best it can:be coaidered only as a

draft program design.

\
,t)

The present version of the unit represents a revision of the unit-used

in this last situation. The major change introduced was to devote a larger

portion of the time (essentially two three -hour sessions) to placing imple- _.
.

-

mentation planning in the context of overall instructional planning, witti
).t .

cautions and directions in the event that the planning group has not givenevent

.

enough consideration to' instructional program purposes and desi

Conclusion

The extensive review, prototype testing

indicated that this unit is directed to very

crucial to the final success of instructional

and revision processe4 have

important objectives which are

program'pianning and installa-,

<,tion.
There also seems to be merit in approaching the implementation planning

:-
/ ".........._ 'c .

taSii,uSing a process guide, but it is not yet evident in detail what is accom-
#

pushed using the unit, or how much the accomplishments are related to in-
.

i", : i .

creased appreciatiop and understanding of processes and,what part is related
- ,

to increased

need for and

knowledge, or awareness of lack of knowledge. Additionally, the

the role 'Of a group leader
.6

or external coordinator is not clear,
4

nor is there evidence that the use of this process gui4 will accomplish-the

stated goal of enabli chool staff to produce an imple entation'plan that

can be used by other school staff;

.

The ecision has been4made by the Far West Laboratry -management group-

that an irterim inventory of this unit in its present formshould not be
is)

produced and sold by the Laboratory through its Educational Services Division.
*P.
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. L,
At present, there are no funds /ds available for continued or new development

,,,
.,-,

work tb achieve the goals to which the unit is directed,r*and it seems unlikely, -

that such funds would become available in the foreseeable future, The best
.

disseminatiOn'strategy under these circumstances, seems to be that of submitting

the unit for .inclusion in the ERIC system', thus:making it available in the

public domair.without any stated product claims.

small inventory of''te unit will be retained by the Laboratory for.

possible'staff use, op for additional field testing, should. the opportunity

arise.-
a

p

Ca
s't
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